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EVALUATION and MAINTENANCE
OF WOODY ORNAMENTALS
USED AS HEDGES and SCREENS
Hendrik van de Werken*
INTRODUCTION

F

OR THOUSANDS of years plants have been used for division of
space, screening of view, and protection from wind and intrusion.
They were planted in dense rows and either maintained as formal
screens which were kept rigidly within specific dimcnsions or as
informal screens composed of species whose growth habits made them
useful {or such purpose.
Rows of naturally upright-growing species
such as the Lombardian Poplar, Italian Cypress, Oriental Arborvitae,
Eastern Hemlock, and several Spruce species were used as windscreens
for buildings and crops and to prevent wind erosion of {arm land in
arid regions.
The use of plant materials as formal hedges {or bOUl~ary designation, privacy screens, background, or protection of flower borders and
other purposes was limited to a small number of species, most of which
required a great deal of maintenance.
Developments in technology, building design, and population density combined with improved public concepts of landscape design
increased the potential use of many new and old specics.
Rapid expansion of the highway system of which portions cut
through densely populated
areas led to incrcasing need for lowmaintenance plant materials suited for use as sound barriers to deflect
and muffle highway noise.
The planting of dense rows of tall plants was often the only
economical mcans of barring traffic and other noises from schools,
hospitals, churches, and office buildings.
Expansion of the population
and trends toward suburban rather than urban or rural living and
subsequent growing awareness of the necd for privacy increased the need
for plant species which would occupy a minimum of space and require
little maintenance when used as a dense '1- to 8-{00t tall visual barrier
or 8-{00t and higher informal screen. Whether living screens were used
to obstruct the view of a private patio, public utility areas, and
unsightly objects along highways, or served to cut headlight glare of
oncoming traffic, each situation called for plant species particularly
suited for such purpose.
* Assistant Professor of Horticulture.
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Use of plants for physical barriers to prevent intrusion of private or
public areas, for crash barriers or to prevent crossing of medians on
highways, called for selection of species forming a passage-resisting,
dense, and often interwoven barrier.
Although species requirements
changed greatly, the public image of
a hedge or screen was still met by the characteristics
of a few
commonly-used
species such as Privet, AbcIia, Althea, Hemlock, Hush
Honeysuckle, or J;IJ)anese (~uince. The general concept was that maintenance requirements
of the commonly-used
species was too high.
Although
many new or low-maintenance
species were used freely as
solitary plants or in informal groups, use of them as hedges, screens, and
windbreaks was resisted because of unfamiliarity
and lack of knowledge
of performance when used in this manner.
vVith these factors in mind and because of continuously
increasing
need for informa t ion on perform a nee and maintenance
of species used as
physical or visual barriers, the experiment
station undertook a study of
·13 species having potential
value for use as hedges, screens, or windbreaks.
This project was set up to sort out the more desirable species, to
determine their maintenance
requirements,
to describe their adaptability to hedge form, and perhaps to encourage their use as screens, hedges,
or windbreaks.
The introduction
of different forms, colors, and textures
may encourage new uses as well as expand old ones.
Evaluation
of
maintenance
requirements
may lead to new and better ways of size,
form, and density control of space and view bounding plantings.
EXPERIMENTAL
Forty-three species of ornamental
the basis of anticipated
performance
used as a hedge, screen, or windbreak.

LAYOUT
shrubs and trees were selected on
and maintenance
response when

Species No.1 through 20 were planted in the spring of 1957, those
numbered 21 through 31 in 1958, and those numbered 35 through 43 in
19.59. Each species was represented in 2 to 4 of the series listed below
and replicated three times within each series.

Plant spacing

and maintained

Series
A
B
C
D
E

height of hedges

Spacing
I ft.
2 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
4 ft.

Height
ft.
2 ft.
~atural

height

4 ft.
Natural
5

height

by series:

The hedges in Series A consisted of 10 plants each, the others of 5
plants each. The species were represented in the series as follows:
24 B.D.E.
25 A.B.

A belia grandiflora
Berberis thunbergi
atyopurpurea
Berberis rnentoreJlsis
3 A.B.C.
Chaenomeles
4 A.B.C.
lagenaria
Cornus stolonifem
5 B.D.E.
Euonymus
6 B.D.E.
hiautschovicus
7 B.D.E.
Forsythia intennedia
Lagerstroemia indica
8 B.D.E.
~j A.B.C.
Ligustrum
obtusi.foli11m
regelianum
10 RD.E.
Ligustrum
ovalifolium
11 B.D.£.
Ligustrum jaj)(miclll11
Lonicera morroU'i
12 B.D.E.
13 B.D.£.
Loniccra ta ta rica
14 A.B.D.E. Rosa multiflora
Spiraea vanhouttei
15 A.B.C.
16 A.B.C.
Spiraea thunbergi
Syringa persica
17 B.C.
Syringa vulgaris
18 B.C.
Elaeagnus pungens
19 B.D.E.
20 B.D.£.
Poncirus trifoliata
21 A.B.D.£. Acer ginnala
22 A.B.D.E. Celtis occidentalis
2;~ A.B.G.
Euonymus alatus
compactus
1 A.B.C.
2 A.B.C.

26 A.B.C.

27 B.D.£.
28 A.B.c.

29 B.D.E.
::\0 A.B.C.
::\1 A.B.C.
3~ /\.I-~.
3;~ B.D.E.
31 A.B.D.

35 A.B.E.
3ti A.RC.
;~7 A.B.C.
38 B.C.D.
39 B.D.E.
40 A.B.E.
'11 B.C.D.

42 A.B.C.
13 B.D.E.

flex corrtuta Burfordi
Ilex cornuta rotunda
flex crenata
rotundifolia
flex vomitoria
Jasminum floridum
Kolhwitzia amabilis
Ma/wnia trifoliolata
Pyracantha cn:nato·
sen-ata
Sojl/lOra vicifo/ia
Thuja occidentalis
jJyramidalis
Viburnum
tOIll('ntosu1l/
Hydrangea
quercifolia
Lonicem claveyi n(//i(J
Weigela florida nana
variegata
Quercus phellos
Belf'beris julianae
Physocarpus opulif olius nanus
q.1U:rclls palustris
BlIxus sempervirens
TSllga canadensis

FERTILIZATION AND IRRIGATION
PRACTICES
To maintain conditions of medium fertility, fertilization was limited to an annual application of Y2 pound of 6-12-12 per 10 linear feet of
hedge. The fertilizer was spread over a 4-foot width along the row thus
covering 40 square feet which approximates 30 pounds of N, 60 pounds
of P205' and 60 pounds of K20 per acre.
To stimulate growth when the hedges were cut back to 12 inches for
rejuvenation tests, an additional Y2 pound of ammonium nitrate was
applied. This added application of approximately 180 pounds of N per
acre appeared to encourage regrowth of most species. In early summer
when the growth rate was greatest, Euonymus
hiautschovicus,
A belia
6

grandiflora,
and Cu/nus stolunifera
developed symptoms resembling
iron chlorosis at the upper portion of the taller shoots. Although no
iron or other trace elements were applied, these symptoms vanished
later in the summer when the growth rate declined.
Ordinarily irrigation was applied with overhead sprinklers when the
least drought-resistant
species showed loss of turgidity of the foliage
well below the growing points. During periods when species response
to drought was studied, no irrigation was used.
The experimental
area had a slope of 5% to 25%, and surface
drainage posed no problem even during periods of heavy rainfall.
To
encourage root extension and improve internal drainage, the rows were
subsoiled before planting.

TRAINING

INTO HEDGE FORM

Immediately after planting, all but two species were cut back to 9
inches above the soil level. This cutting back made the plants branch
more freely dose to the ground resulting' in greater density at that
level. Pyramidal Arborvitae and Eastern Hemlock were not cut back, as
these two species were naturally dense at the base.
In order to
encourage rapid establishment, nOlle of the species was sheared during
the first summer.
The following 2 years they were sheared at progressively higher
levels related to the density attained.
This shearing back of sparse
growth at the top of the plants encouraged branching and resulted in
development of a dense, wide base of the hedge. It became necessary to
increase the width of the base with each increase in clipping height, as
growth at the lower portion of the hedge was weaker than on top and
would soon perish from lack of light.
As the growth rate and branching habit of the various species
differed, the number of years required for development of a dense hedge
of a specific height differed also. Although a general scheme for
building a hedge was used as a guide (Figure I), deviations were made
according to species characteristics.
the base of new growth originating
within the surface of the hedge was
left. As this surface was first shaded by new growth but at shearing
became
suddenly
exposed,
the
hedges often became unattractive
through sunscald on leaves and
young shoots and partial defoliation of the top.

Rigid Maintenance
of Dimensions:
For 1 years the formal hedges
were rigidly kept
at imposed
dimensions through the commonly-used system of frequent shearing
at the established periphery of the
hedge.
All new growth outside
this periphery was removed and

7

A.
B.
C.

D.

E.

F.

The
short
sections of new
growth left below the periphery
developed weak laterals while the
Humber
of
growing
points
increased with each shearing. The
foliage
on
these laterals
was
smaller and the entire surface of
the
hedges
became
eventually
clothed with a myriad of weak
branchlets
with
small
leaves.
'Vhile growth became
weaker,
maintenance requirements became
less but the appearance
of the
hedges
became
less attractive
simultaneously.

• Figure I.
Building of a 3-foot hedge:
Pruned to 9 inches immediately
after planting-Spring
Ist year
Pruned to 14-inch height
Spring 2nd year
Pruned to hedge form 18 inches
high and 18 inches wide
Summer 2nd year
Pruned to hedge form 24 inches
high and 24 inches wide
Spring 3rd year
Pruned to hedge form 30 inches
high and 30 inches wide
Summer 3rd year
Pruned to hedge form 36 inches
high and 36 inches wide
Spring 4th yea r

Some species started a process of

A

~

... ~.

Figure 2. Rejuvenation of hedges:
A. Spontaneous
"rejuvenation"
of a formal hedge.
B. Spontaneous
"rejuvenation"
of an informal hedge.

Figure 3. Physocarpus
opulifolius
nanus "rejuvenated"
spontaneously.
When the branches of unpruned plants were 3 to 4 years old, they bent
to the ground.
New, vigorous, upright shoots, originating
from below
the soil or on the bend of older branches, rebuilt the center of the plants.

spontaneous "rejuvenation ," - t bat
is, strong shoots originated within
the hedge or an abundance
of
shoots originating below the soil
appeared (Figures 2A, 2B and 3).
Other species showed symptoms of
degeneration
with gradual death
of the plants
(Figure 1).
In
general, the rigid maintenance of
dimensions
resulted
in loss of
vigor
and
uniformity
of the
hedges.

dimensional control.
It was proposed that the species be permitted
to fluctuate about 25'70 in height
and width during each year.
It
was assumed that such flexibility
might reduce maintenance, prevent
sunscald due to overcutting. and
perhaps prevent loss of vigor due
to repeated removal of new growth
at the point of origin. Four years
of
testing
substantiated
these
assumptions.

Flexible Maintenance
of Dimensions:
The results from rigid maintenance of the hedges encouraged
development of a maintenance system which might prevent some of
the less desirable effects of strict

\Vhen part of the new growth
was left at each shearing, it provided partial shade for the older
foliage and thus prevented
sunburn.
It was also shown that a
slight increase in height of the
hedges with each shearing prevented the excessive accumulation
of
10

growing points at the periphery of
the hedge.
At the end of the
testing period, there was no eVI
dence of loss in vigor.
New growth at the sides of the
hedges was often less than half of
that produced on the top. At the
base, growth was so weak that very
little or no new growth was prodw:ed.
As the amount of new
growth removed was proportionate
to the new growth developed, very
little if any shearing was done at
the base of the hedges. This prevented decrease of width and subse(1uent bareness at the lower half
of the plants (Figures 1 and 5).
In genera I, an annual
height
Figure 4. Degeneration
process of
a formal hedge subjected
to rigid
maintenance
of imposed
dimensions. Depending
upon the species,
this process can take place in as
little as 4 years.

reduction of 25% in spring and a
regaining of the original height by
leaving half of the new growth at
each shearing resulted in maintenance of vigor and visual appearance of the hedges. For most species, four shearings per year were
adequate.
Spring pruning was done in the
second or third week of March on
species flowering on curren t season
growth.
Species forming f1owerbuds
the
previous
year
were
pruned immediately
after flowering. In both cases, spring pruning
consisted of reducing
the total
height of the hedge to about 75%
II

/

/

Figure 5. Flexible maintenance of a formal hedge:
A. Spring pruning level;
B & C. Summer pruning levels;
D. Final dimensions maintained until the end of the growing season.

of the desired summer
heigh t.
Thus, a 24-inch hedge was pruned
back to a total height of 18 inches
amI a 4-foot hedge was cut to:l feet.
Soon after Ii inches 01' new gnlwth
was produced, 3 to ·1 inches were
sheared ofl leaving 2 or 3 inches 01
new growth. This procedure (Figure 5) was repeated
until the
hedges regained their full height.

tion and density of new grml·th
upan the appea ra nce of the hedge.
\\lell-distributed,
dense growth did
not need to be cut as soon as sparse,
irregular growth.
The difference in growth
among seedlings of Berberis
bn{!,i

III

m-!m rpllrr'a

,

rates
1111111-

Ligllslrlllll

o!iIIlSi!o!illlll
rr'gdianum,
and other
species was so great that some areas
of the hedges looked neglected because they had produced tall, new
growth while other areas had produced sparse, short growth. This

The time of shearing was not
strictly related to the length of
new growth produced, but depended also on the effect of distribu12

emphasized that for hedges, one
should use vegetatively-propagated
cultivars rather than seedlings.
As Loth Euonymus
alalus COIlljJaclus (Figure 6) and Bux us semjJervirens produced only one flush
of new growth per year, these species needed the least variation in
height and only one shearing per
year. Two shea rings per year were
adequate
for T!tuja
occidenlalis
jrvmlllidalis, Tsuga canadensis, llex
i1ollliloria, and !lex crenala roIUl/difolia.

Growth Rate and
Shearing Requirements:
To establish the growth ratemaintenance requirement relationship of various species and of
hedges of various height, the number of shearings and amount of top
growth
removed-after
cutting
back in the spring-were recorded.
The mean number ot' shearings
per year for eight species used as
12-inch hedges was six. Twentyfour-inch hedges required a mean
of live shea rings per year. The
mean total number of inches of
new growth removed per year was
;1;{'5 for the 12-inch hedges and
32.5
for
the
24-inch
hedges.
Although this appears to indicate
that the 24-inch hedges produced
slightly less total growth than the

Through application of this system, it became obvious that for
each species both the frequency of
recurrence of new growth anc} the
growth rate as distributed throughou t the season affected the degree
of flexibility of dimensions needed.

Figure 6. Euonymus alatus compaetus.
Cut back in March to 75% of
the intended
general
height of 24 inches as the only annual pruning
resulted in a graceful summer appearance.
Seen in the background
is
Sophora vicifolia in bloom as a 24-inch hedge.

1:1

I-foot hedges, the figures should be
increased with 25% of the height of
the hedge because of cutting back
in the spring.
A I2-inch hedge
thus produced a mean total of 36.5
inches and a 24-inch hedge 38.5
inches of growth within one season.
The pruning

date on Rosa mul-

tiflora, which was used as a 12-,
24-, and 48-inch hedge, showed
that the growth rate increased with
height but shearing requirements
did not (Table 1).
These data correspond
quite
well with those for species with
similar growth characteristics such
as Elaeagnus pungens
(Figure 7),

Figure 7. The growth rate of the shoots arising from within this 24-inch
hedge of Elaeagnus
pungens was about
IOta
16 times greater
than
that of the short shoots at the general periphery
of the hedge.
Tests
with M H-30 to control this growth are encouraging.
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Table

I.

Shearing

requirements

of Rosa

multiflora

hedges

New growth
Height

Shearings
per year

Mean per shearing

In.

No.
7

56

8

24

7

68

9.7

48

6

74

12.3

but many deviations were found
for species not developing strong
vegetative shoots as found on these
two species.

Inches

before and after the full height of
24 inches was restored.
This table also indicates that
Jifferences in growth rate among
species strongly affected the num·
bel' of prunings required, bu t that
the
mean
length
of growth
removed per pruning
was not
closely related to the growth rate
of the species. As the time of
pruning was affected by the growth

A more specific relationship between growth rate and shearing
requirements may be deduced from
Table 2. It indicates the annual
number of shearings, exclusive of
cutting back in spring, and the
total inches of growth removed
2.

Maintenance
requirements
of 16 ornamentals
used as 24-inch hedges

-~---~--~~-------

---------~----

Growth
Shearinqs
per year

Species

Mean total
per year

No.
Abelia

removed

12

Rosa multiflora

Table

Mean total
per year

grandiflora

removed
Mean

per shearing

Inches

4

30

4

20

5

4

21

5.2

Rosa multiflora

7

68

9.7

Spiraea

4

33

8.2

3

16

5.3

Thuya occidentalis

2

5

2.5

Hex vomitoria

2

5

2.5

Jasminum

4

24

2

3

6.0
1.5

Berberis

mentorensis

Ligustrum

Acer

obtusifolium

thunbergi

ginnala

floridum

Hex crenata

rotundifolia

Euonymus alatus
Pyracantha

compaetus*

crenato-serrata

Physocarpus

opulifolius

nanus

7.5

I

8

8.0

4

17

4.2

3

15

5

2

6

Buxus sempervirens*

,

12

Elaeagnus

6

75

Tsuga

canadensis
pungens

• l.imitcd

to shearing

of a few tall shoots.
1.1)

3

3
12.5

rate, and seasonal changes III
growth rate were peculiar to the
species, no universal maintenance
time table could be developed.
Both Rosa multiflora
(Figure
8) and Elaeagnus
pungens
required a great deal of maintenance due to the persistent development of strong shoots originating on heavy stems within the
hedge or from below the soil.
Although
the peripheral
growth
of these hedges did not require
excessive maintenance, tests on the
effects of growth retardants on the
development and growth rate of
the strong shoots appeared justified.
As research in the area of chemical growth control is advancing
rapidly, the flexible maintenance
system as presented here is subject
to considerable
modification
in
the near future.

A 24-inch Rosa multiin bloom. The tall
shoots are ha'nd-pulled to prevent
them from masking the flowers.
Figure

8.

flora hedge

Obtaining Renewed Vigor on Rigidly Maintained Hedges:
To investigate response of various deciduous species to severe cutting
back, 14 species of the informal series C and E, which had not been
pruned for 5 years, were cut to 12 inches above soil level on March 15,
1962.
Records on dimensions on May 18 of the same year indicated
speed of recovery of each species (Table 3) .

the

It may be noted that the height-width relationships did not change
much.
On upright growing species such as Ligustrum
ovalitolium
(Figure 9), relative width increased. With spreading species such as Rosa
multiflora (Figure 10), the relative width decreased.
After recovery from cutting back, all species were denser at the base
and retained this density with the increase in dimension through the
following years. The first year after cutting back, Lonicera morrowi
was so dense that much of the foliage in the interior became chlorotic
because of lack of light. Thinning of these plants by removing half
16

Figure 9. Ligushum ovalifolium.
As an informal screen spaced at
4-foot intervals in the row, this hedge was cut back from 7 feet, 6 inches
to a /2-inch height after 7 years of natural development.
By May /7
of the same year, the density in the upper portion of the plants was
satisfactory but the lack of shoot development
at the base made them
leggy.

Figure 10. Rosa multiflora, of series C, cut back to 12 inches height on
February 15, 1962 from a former height of 8 feet 3 inches and a width
of 12 feet 6 inches. The plants were lightly sheared at 30 inches height
on May 2. Shown on May 17, the height was 33 inches and the width
45 inches.
17

Table 3. Height and width of 14 species previous to and 2 months after
cutting back to 12 inches total height
Species
Series E
Abelia grandiflora*
Berberis thunbergi atro-purp.
Berberis mentorensis
Chaenomeles
lagenaria
Corn us stolonifera
Elaeagnus pungens**
Euonymus kiautschovicus
Forsythia intermedia
(Fig. II)
Ligustrum obt. regel.
Lonieera morrowi
Rosa multiflora
Spiraea thunbergi
Spiraea vanhoutei

Before Cutti ng
Height
Width
4'8"
3'9"
4'
4' I0"
6'8"
6' I0"
4'9"
6'9"
6'8"
7'6"
8'
5'7"
5' II"

4'8"
3'11"
4'
4' I0"
7' I0"
9' I0"
4'3"
7'7"
7'
7'3"
12'9"
6'
5'4"

May 18
Height

Width

I '8"
2'3"
2'6"
3'3"
2'6"
1'9"
2'
2'6"
2'6"
4'
2'9"
2'6"
2'6"

1'8"
2'9"
2'9"
3'
3'
1'6"
3'
3'
2'9"
4'4"
3'9"
2'6"
2'3"

• Abelia produced some strong shoots which extended to a height of 33 inches and
a width of 45 inches, but measurement of the dense region of the plants was used in
the above table.
•• Although Elaeagnus pungens was one of the fastest growing species, recovery
from pruning back was slowest as strong shoot growth takes place in late summer and
fall.

Figure I I. Forsythia intermedia, as an informal screen, spaced at 4 feet
in the row, this species attained a height of 6 feet, 9 inches and a width
of 7 feet, 7 inches in 5 years. Cut back to 12 inches height and width
on March 15, they developed into dense plants 30 inches high and 36
inches wide in 7'12 weeks.
18

the number of
hiautschovicus
iron deficiency
recovered when

shoots corrected this. Other species, such as Euonymus
and A belia grandi/lora}
showed symptoms resembling
in early summer on the fastest growing shoots but
growth slowed down later in the season.

Data on cutting back 2-foot formal hedges showed this to be an
advantage.
Of the 26 species used in this test, 25 regained their original
dimensions within ·1 months after being cut back to 12 inches. These
hedges had been subjected to rigid maintenance of dimension for 5 to 6
years and had lost vigor. "Rejuvenation"
by cutting back resulted in
full size hedges of greater density and improved appearance by July 15
of the same year.
Eleven species used as 4-foot hedges were cut back to 12 inches at
mid-March and all attained a height of 30 to 36 inches and a width of
36 to 42 inches by July 15.
Eleven different species spaced at :1 feet and maintained
without
pruning for 6 years and then cut to 12 inches in March all attained a
height of 28 to 34 inches and a width of 29 to 35 inches, while the same
species spaced at 4 feet were 36 to ,12 inches high and 40 to 48 inches
wide by mid-July.
l\'ot included
Thuya

()f'ciden/alis

in this rejuvenation
test were Tsuga canadensis and
jrvrflll1idlllis
on which such practice would have

heen destructive.
Euonynlus
IIllltus
comj)aclus,
pruned back to 12 inches after natural
development
for fi years, did not recover satisfactorily and several
plants died. The 6-year-old, 2-foot hedges of the same species recovered
rapidly, however.

having reached a height of 6 feet, 6 inches
feet. was Cllt back to branches 1Y2 inches thick at 12
!en'!. This heavy wood produced an abundance of
by mid-July an attractive, dense, informal screen of
3Y2-foot width had developed.

AceI' ginnala.

of 5
soil
and
and

and a spread
inches above
new growth,
3-foot height

From these tests, it was concluded that the cutting back of hedges
and screens consisting of the deciduous or semi-evergreen species listed
below, resulted in quick recovery of dimensions, improved vigor, and
increasecl c1ensity of the plan ts.
A lJdia

grrmdi(lora*

Bf'flJeris

julianoe

AceI' hoinnll/t'

Berberis

men torensis

Berberis

Cltaenonleles

tll1m lJerp,i atro-jnll!).

lagenaria

* On A IJelia. as on most flowering- shrubs, heavy cutting back caused strong- vegetative development
wbich impaired flowering- severely during- the next year.
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Comus

Ligllsirwll

siolonifem

Euonyrnus

alaius

Euonyrnus
Forsyihia

cOJllpacius**

]asrninurn
Lagersiroemia
[,igllsirwn

Hosa

IIlIIlli

SfJiral'a

quercifolia

ofJlllifOlills

nanlls

flom

valll!ollllei

S Ii i TIl (' a 11111 IIlw/"g i
I' i 1m TllII III I (illll'n iosulII

floridlllll
indica***
ohlllSifolili1l/

mO!Towi

PltysocarfJ/lS

paiens
ininll/edia

Hydmngea

ovalifolillJn

],onicera

/"egl'liallllill

** Only successful on hedges below 3 reet as this species only prodlllTd Ilew growth
on small branches below the pruning lewL
*** If not heavily branched below tbe cutting level, lllany groulld shoots appeared,
Only half a dozen of the stronger shoots were 1l1ainlailled alld topped at a height of
24 to ,30 inches.
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED
DROUGHT ON SOME
ORNAMENTAL
SHRUBS USED AS HEDGES OR SCREENS
Drought resistance was not related to the size of the hedges or screens
but to species. \ Vhen a hedge consisted 01 seedlings of ;\ species, a
difTerence in drought resistance between seedlings was 11ote(l
I1 a sheared hedge showed drought ellens, similar elIects were round
on unpruned large plants of the same species. In areas of the testing
grounds where the soil contained the leasl organic matter, the ellects of
drought showed up earlier and more severely. These showed up on
Euonymus
alaills
compacius
and led to considerable kill or current
growth on plants growing in soil low in organic matter.
Each summer the mature 10liage on Spiraea vanltollllei
tUllled dull
and brown at the tips during hot weather regardless of the amount of
rainfall. Therefore, the ra ti ng on drough t resistance of this species may
have been affected by temperature as well.
Defoliation
of other species stich as quncus
/illl'llos,
Syringa
and
C//(lcllollJl'les
lag,(,//(lTia
was strongly a/fened by hardto-control mite infestation during hot and dry weather, while leafspot
on Cornus siolonifcm
and Vibu1Tl1IlII
iomelliosllm
caused premature
leaf abscission in late summer.
]'he following lists indicate effects 01 drought on variotls spnies
after a 7-week period of dry, hot weather in late summer.
Effects may
have been emphasized because an extremely wet and cool season
preceded the drought. All plants were well established.

vulgaris.

A. Species exhibiting
A belia
Berberis
Spiraea

no visual effects of drought:

grandiflora
men torensis
thunbergi
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Elaeagnus pungens
ll(:x cornuta TOtunda
Sophora vicifolia
Thuja occidentalis pyramidalis
IJlgentTOerllia indica
Tsuga canadensis

B. Species showing
luster:

slight wilting

or losing their usual foliage

l"igllslmm
japonicum
(wilting of young growth)
Pyraclllllha crenato-serrata (wilting of tips on new shoots)
LOllir-erll clilveya nana (wilting of foliage)
(21U'ICllS j7hcllos (loss of foliage luster)
Ber!J"lis jll!i(]//(u: (wilting of young growth)
Bu x liS sl'Illpervircns

(loss of foliage luster)

C. Species showing severe wilting, moderate
tion and/or moderate leaf drop:

foliage

discolora-

(wilting and yellowing of foliage)
of interior foliage)
(yellowing of interior foliage, wilting of young

RllonymllS kialllschovicllS
/lex vomitoria
(yellowing
Illsminurn

f!olid1l1n

growth)
Mahonia

(browning

of some foliage)
aITO-Pllrp II rca (some clones, orange

trifoliolata

Ber!Jeris tlllm!Jergi

foliage, mod.

leafdrop)
Cornu.1 slo!ollifera
(wilting & browning of foliage, some leafdrop)
Fors\'lllill
illlemu:dill
(severe wilting, few yellow leaves)
Ugu.lfnlm

O!JIIISifolillTl1 regdillllum

(some dones,

yellowing

and leaf-

drop)
(some yellowing and lcafdrop)
(severe wilting, some dark red foliage)
(2urf'{lIS j)({!usfris (some yellowing of foliage)

Ijgusllll1l1

ovalifolillm

lIydrang('1l

'fllcrcifolia

D. Species rendered unsightly with heavy defoliation,
of foliage or dead twigs:
Poncims

(defoliation

trifoliata

Fllonymlls

aliltus

compllcllls

only)
(dead twigs,

except

browning

on AlarLtreated

plants)
Bcrbais

thunbergi

Chaenomeles

IltTO-purpurea

lagenaria

(complete

(some clones)
defoliation

except

growth)
1

C. S. Ruhher

tradclllark

for :'\-dimcthylaminosuccinamic
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acid.

tips

of new

Ligustrum obtusifolium
regelianum
(some clones)
Lonicera morrowi (browning and defoliation)
Lonicera tatarica (browning and defoliation)
Rosa multiflora
(browning and defoliation
except tips of new
growth)
Spiraea vanhouttei
(browning and defoliation except tips of new
growth)
Syringa persica (complete defoliation)
Syringa vulgaris (complete defoliation)
Acer ginnala (much dried foliage hanging on)
Kolkwitzia amabilis (defoliation except on tips of new growth)
Viburnum
tomentosum
(browning and defoliation)
Weigela florida nana variegata (browning and defoliation)
Physocarpus opulifolius nanus (browning and defoliation)
WINTER

HARDINESS

OF HEDGES

Records on winter hardiness collected during
Knoxville on 38 species used as hedges, screens,
that winter damage may be less on some species
hedge than when grown as an unpruned screen.
the case with Lagerstroemia
indica and Elaeagnus

the years 1957-1965 in
or windbreaks showed
when used as a dense
This was particularly
pungens (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Elaeagnus pungens cut to 24 inches each spring. Damaged
by the severe 1962-63 winter, but much less than the taller hedges of
the same species. Recovery was excellent. Shown is the hedge before
pruning on May I I, 1964, 30 inches high and 30 inches wide.
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During the severest winter ill the 8-year period of observations on
hardiness,
both species were killed back to ground level in the
informal, unpruned screens; however, damage to the same species used as
-I-foot hedges was light and limited to the smaller branches. Ligustrum
Japanicum
was damaged to various degrees in 5 of the 8 winters. The
following list indicates damage caused during the severe winter of
1962-63.
A. Species
Br:rberis

killed back
jlllirwae

l~'laeagnus
.lasminum

to ground

level:

pllngens*
floridum

Lagerstraem
ia indiea*
1_i.i!,ustl'1l1/1ja!)()niclirtt
Pymeantha
B. Species

with

crena ta-serrata
kill

Flaeagnus
!mngl'ns
l_oniu:ra IIIOJTowi
,1 bl'lia grlmdifloJ"ll

C. .•.•
'paies

with

of heavy

IJrlwclles:

(hedges /1feet or less)
(sheared hollow bran(:hes)
(large unsheared plants)

hill of twigs

or light

branches:

(hedges ,I feet or less)

A belill gYlindifloJ"ll
Buxus snnper7ll'rens
!lex c{))nllill Burforrli
Kolkwitzia
1Il/lI/hilis

(heavy defoliation)

LII.i!,r:rslroelllill indil'll (hedgesl
l-igllstrll///
(){IlIlifOliulII

feel or less)

IJiniu:J"II clll1l('ya /UI/III
M a/IOnia tri foliola la
Phy,\ocarpus
olmli/olius
['oneims
Irifoliala

//11/1/1.1

SO!Jhora vicifolia
SIJi J"IIeavllnhouttei

n.

S!Jl'Cies wilh kill of lmds Imd lor
Bahr:ris
Ihunhergi
all'O-jmrput"l'a
BuxlIs JemlJervirens
Ii uonYTil us k ianlslh(wiols
Forsythill
inlerilledia

ti/JS of twigs:

ChaenOineles
la,i!,enllTia
!l1:X varniloria
Spiraea
Syringa

.E. Species

lhunbel~i!,'i
vulgaris
wi lit SOJIII' rIefolia lion

* Only large IInpruncd

plants.

l/1ul winter

su nscald

on ly:

flex cornuta rotunda (plants 14 inches or less)
llex crenata rotundifolia
F. Species without observable damage:
Acer ginnala
Berberis mentorensis
Cornus stolonifera
Euonymus alatus compactus
Ligustnlln obtusifolium
regelianum
Quercus palustris
(2uercus pheilos
Rosa multiflora
Syringa persica
Thuja occidcntalis pyramidalis
Tsup;a canadensis
The species listed under C, D, E, and F were reasonably hardy evell
under severe winter conditions and recovery was good. In general. it
was found that hollow-stemmed species such as Lonicera mOlTowi and
Kolhwitzia amabilis showed effects of winter damage ill the following
summer. This damage was particularly noticeable on the shoots which
were pruned and had open ends on the hollow stems. During the
following summer, Verticillium-a
fungus disease-caused
these stems to
die back. Unpruned plants of these two species were not damaged by
cold.
The differences in winter kill of flower buds on Forsythia intenllerlia was related to location. The plants with 20';10 of the flowerbuds
killed were located close to the top of a hill.
Plants 25 to 30 feet
lower on the same hill lost 80% of the flowerbuds. I,ong range recovery
of plants to previous size took 2 years for Berberis julianae, ;> years for
Pyracantha rTenato-serrata, and 2 years for ]asminmn
floridum.
The
hedges of Ligustrurn japonicurn were permanently damaged because of
complete kill of several plants. Other formal hedges with light winter
damage attained their original dimensions before the end of the first
summer.

CHEMICAL GROWTH CONTROL ON HEDGES
Tests on the effect of growth control chemicals~ such as CycoceP
(trirnethylarnrnonium
chloride),
Alar-504
(a 50j{, formulation
of
N-dirnethylarninosuccinarnic
acid), and MH-304 (a !J8% formulation of
6-hydroxy-3 (2H)-pyridazione)
indicated that some of these compounds
are quite promising for some species.
The chemicals used in this test were donated
American Cyanamid Company trademark.
'0. S. Rubber trademark.
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Cycocel applied as a soil drench to 12 species was not effectiv~,
probably because many roots reached beyond the treated soil volume.
Alar was applied as a foliar spray at concentrations of 1000 and 3000
parts per million (ppm) active ingredient.
Species response indicated
this compound inhibited elongation of internodes on new growth of
some species and delayed and shortened a new flush of growth without
depression of internode length on some other species.
Present results seem to point out that further tests on the use of Alar
for growth control on hedges may lead to considerable reduction of
maintenance
requirements.
This is particularly so for Physocarpus
opulifolius
nanus (Figures 13 and 14), Berberis mentorensis,
Weigela

Figure 13. Physocarpus opulifolius
nanus. Left-New
growth developed in 7 weeks after foliage application of Alar-50 at 3,000 ppm
on May 26. Right-New
growth
on untreated
plants during the
same period .

•••••••

tq

~.j

florida nana variegata, and Spiraea thunbergi.
The Berberis and
Physocarpus hedges required only one summer pruning after application of Alar at 3000 ppm on May 26, while Weigela and Spiraea hedges
needed only one slight trimming.
The untreated hedges of the same species were sheared 3 or 4 times
between May 26 and the onset of winter dormancy (Table 2). Several
species such as Rosa multiflora,
Elaeagnus pungens, and Pyracantha
crenato-serrata did not respond to Alar applications at concentrations
from 1000 to 20,000 ppm.
MH-30 applied as a foliar spray at 4000 ppm maleic hydrazide on
July 28 inhibited meristematic activity and halted differentiation of the
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apical meristem of currently fast-growing shoots on Elaeagnus pungem}
and entirely prevented development of such shoots on Rosa multiflora.
MH-30 applied as above on Thuja occidentalis pyramidalis
prevented
new growth during the following spring and early summer.

Figure 14. New growth on an Ala r-treated
and an untreated
of a Physocarpus
opulifolius nanus hedge (see Figure 13).

portion

In addition to species response to Alar and MH-30, effects on growth
seemed to be related to frequency of application, concentration of the
active ingredient, and time of application
as related to seasonal or
induced stages of development of the plants.
SELECTION

OF ORNAMENTAL

FOR HEDGES

BASED UPON

SHRUB SPECIES
PERFORMANCE

Overall performance, including winter hardiness, drought resistance,
and maintenance
requirements,
indicates that the following species
performed satisfactorily:
Abelia grandiflora-Glossy
Abelia
Although this species was subject to freezing back during severe
winters in Tennessee, it was one of the most useful species for a 2-foot to
4-foot hedge. The plants formed a dense low hedge in 2 years when
spaced at 1 foot in the rows, and formed a 4-foot hedge in 4 years when
spaced at 2 feet.
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Maintenance
requirements
were medium, while effects of heat,
drought, or frosts were negligible. When kept at a width equal to the
height and pruned as indicated for the flexible pruning system, the
common problem of low density at the base was not encountered.
The
plants recovered quickly upon pruning back and bloomed profusely the
second year thereafter.
Berberis mentorensis-Mentor

Barberry

Although relatively unknown by the general public, the performance of this semi-evergreen barberry appears to justify greater use. This
species required medium maintenance and responded to pruning with a
new flush of dense, moderately-vigorous growth. Its clean, dull, olive
green appearance
and disease resistance, combined with excellent
drought, heat, and cold tolerance, make it one of the outstanding species
among the plants tested. The natural density of this species combined
with the sharp spines created a barrier hard to penetrate.
Spaced at a I-foot distance in the row, it performed very well as an
IS-inch hedge (Figure 15); while spaced at 3 feet, it formed an
attractive, informal, dense screen up to 4 feet in height. When pruned
back to 12 inches in early spring, the plants attained nearly their
original size in the following summer.

Figure 15. Berberis mentorensis
maintained
at 12 to 18 inches height
for 7 years.
Showing new growth after February
application
of 0.5
pound of ammonium
nitrate plus 15 pounds of 6-12-12, with dolomite
limestone filler, per 10 linear feet of hedge.
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This species retained its vigor better than the purple leaf barberry
and proved to be considerably more drought and disease resistant.
In addition, this species was the only one of the three barberry
species tested that responded significantly to the growth retardant Alar,4
which may lead to considerable reduction in maintenance requirements.
Spiraea thunbergi-Thunberg

Spirea

After the flexible maintenance system was used on this speCIes, its
advantages over S. vanhouttei for use as a hedge became even more
evident. This spirea produced a uniform cover of young shoots after
each pruning throughout
the growing season.
This characteristic.
combined with excellent drought and heat resistance, caused the hedges
to look freshly green throughout the summer. Although severe aphid
infestation of the young shoots in April added to the maintenance
requirements, only four summer shearings were needed. Other features
of merit were excellent winter hardiness and promising response to
Alar. While the pruned hedges were less floriferous than the unpruned
screens, they bloomed well on the short shoots left in the fall.
Planting distance equal to the anticipated
height of the hedo-e
b
proved satisfactory.
Pruning back in the spring resulted in quick
recovery and good density by June of the same year.
Euonymus kiautschovicus-Spreading

Euonymus

This species required a medium amount of shearing and it was
sufficiently hardy, drought resistant, and resistant to Euonymus scale.
Although the flowers attracted flies, this was not a serious problem
when the flowers were removed by shearing.
In late winter or early
spring, the old foliage abscissed but was quickly replaced by the btight
green new foliage. This species made an attractive, dense hedge when
used either as a 1-foot or 2-foot hedge when spaced at 3 or 2 feet in the
row.
vVhen used as an informal screen for 6 years and cut back to 12
inches in early spring, it recovered quickly and developed dense plants
30 inches tall and 42 inches wide by June 15 of the same year. The
value of an unpruned screen was impaired by the foul odor of the
blooms and infestation with flies. On formal
hedges these problems
were negligible (Figure 16).
Euonymus alatus compactus-Dwarf

Winged

Euonymus

This deciduous species had particular merit because of its growth
characteristics.
In early spring only one flush of growth took place and
therefore, only one pruning before growth started and one light
shearing to restrict the new growth to 4 or 6 inches was all that was
needed (Figure 17).
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While drought resistance was somewhat low and occasionally caused
early fall coloring of the foliage, heat resistance and winter hardiness
were excellent.
Cutting back of low hedges resulted in greater density

Figure 16. Euonymus kiautschovicus
recovered
quickly after cutting
back in March at 12 inches height and width from a former height and
width of 4'12 feet. By the second week of May (as shown), the plants
were 2 feet high, .3 feet wide, and very dense. By the end of the
summer, the hedge had developed
into an informal screen 36 inches
tall and 44 inches wide.
in the lower area, but cutting back of plants
unpruned screens resulted in poor recovery.

used

for

informal,

Best results were obtained with this species when planted at a 1 foot
distance in the row and maintained as a 24- to 30-inch hedge.
"ex cornuta rotunda-Round

Chinese

Holly

This evergreen species made mounds which were broader than tall.
Its extremely slow and uniform growth did not call for any restriction
by pruning or shearing (Figure 17). Drought, heat, pest, and cold
resistance were excellent.
Response to nitrogen application in early spring at a rate of 1 pound
of ammonium nitrate per 10 feet of row was very good and resulted in
darker green foliage and accelerated growth.
This dwarf species was
most satisfactory as a low visual barrier, planted at a distance of 1 foot
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apart in the row, but it could be thinned to 2 feet apart after 10 years of
gTowth.
lIex crenata rotundifol'ia-Roundleaf
Japanese Holly
This species performed best as a low hedge of 12 to 18 inches in
height spaced at 1 foot apart in the row or 24 inches high and spaced 2
feet in the row. Maintenance requirements were low with two light
shearings a year removing a couple of inches of growth each time.
Drought, heat, winter hardiness, and pests posed no problem.
Density and color of foliage remained excellent throughout the year.
This was one of the best-performing, low-maintenance
hedges tested.
Neither MH-30 nor Alar applications controlled growth on this species.

Figure 17. Euonymus alatus compactus
(Top), as a 24-inch hedge, had
but one flush of growth in early spring and therefore
needed only one
shearing annually in early March.
lIex corn uta rotunda
(Bottom) 14 inches high and 20 inches wide at 9
years of age.
Planted at I foot distance,
it developed
into a dense
barrier without shearing.

Tsuga canadensis-Eastern
Hemlock
This evergreen species performed excellently as a 2-foot hedge
(Figure 18), 4-foot hedge, and as a screen of 6 feet or higher (Figure
19) .
Maintenance requirements were restricted to two prunings, removing
6 inches of new growth each time. Drought resistance, winter hardiness,
and pest 'resistance were excellent.
For a medium to tall evergreen
30

Figure 18. Tsuga canadensis
3 years
B&B stock planted at a 2-foot distance
27 inches high and 27 inches wide.

hedge or screen, this species performed
test.

after planting.
This 15-18 inch
was an attractive,
dense hedge

best of all species tried in this

Planting distances were 2 feet in the row for a 2-foot hedge, 3 feet in
the row for a 4- or 6-foot screen, and 4 feet in the row for a screen taller
than 6 feet. Starting with ball and burlapped sheared plants 18 inches
tall, the 2-foot hedge was solid in 3 years, the 4-foot hedge in 4 years
and the 6-foot hedge-with
slightly less pruning and thus less density-in 4 years also.
Thuja occidentalis pyramidalis-Pyramidal
Eastern Arborvitae
This upright growing evergreen performed well as a 2-foot and as a
4-foot hedge and required a minimum of maintenance.
The only
drawback encountered
during
the test was the susceptibility
to
bagworms. Although not hard to control, a sudden infestation resulted
in unsightliness of some of the plants. Recovery from such infestation,
if not too severe, took 2 years.
To
needed
control
feet in
spacing
years.

maintain the required height, only two prunings per year were
and the total annual growth removed was 5 inches. Height
did not affect the width of the plants. Planting distance of 2
the row resulted in a solid hedge within 4 years. Three-foot
resulted in open areas between the plants for as long as 6 to 7
The performance of taller screens indicates that a spacing of 24
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Figure 19. Tsuga canadensis
plants spaced
4 feet apart in the row
produced
this semi-formal
screen of 10 foot height.
Annual shearing
improved density and controlled height.

to 30 inches and a height of 2 to 6 feet will result in an attractive
screen with low maintenance requirements.
At a height of more than 6
feet, the plants became subject to spreading at the upper area and to
snow and sleet damage.
Heat, drought, and cold resistance were
excellent.
Forsythia intermedia-Golden-bell

Both
the
"Lynwood
Gold"
and
"Spring
Glory"
varieties
performed well when used as a 2- and as a 4-foot hedge or informal
screen.
By use of the flexible pruning system and discontinuing
shearing by July 1, enough time was left for flower bud formation on
the shoots. When spaced at 2 feet apart in the row, desirable density of
the hedges was obtained in 3 years. When planted at 3 feet, it took 4 to
5 years for the plants to form a solid, dense hedge.
Severe drought led to wilting but recovery was generally good.
Winter hardiness was excellent for the vegetative growth but severe
winters caused partial flowerbud kill. Four prunings per year were
necessary, but the new growth removed was easy to cut. Cutting back of
formal hedges and large, informal screens in early spring of the seventh
year after planting resulted in attractive, dense plants which bloomed
again the following spring. Response to the growth retardant MH-30
appears promising.
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SUMMARY

T

ESTS on maintenance and performance of 43 species of woody ornamentals used as hedges, screens or windbreaks for 8 years resulted
in the development of a flexible pruning system based on growth characteristics and response to pruning of each species.
Maintenance and performance data along with data on hardiness
and drought resistance ratings indicated that of the evergreen species
tested, Tsuga canadensis
required the least maintenance,
had the
greatest versatility as to the size of hedge or screen, and was least
adversely affected by heat, drought, or cold. During the 8 years of
testing, no pests were observed on this species. Other valuable and
well-adapted evergreen species were:
Abelia grandiflora-as
Berberis mentorensis-as
informal hedge.

a 2- to 4-foot formal hedge.
a 112- to 2-foot formal hedge or 3- to 4-foot

Thuja occidentalis-as
a ~- or 'I-foot hedge.
!lex cornula rotunda-as
an informal low visual barrier.
flex crenata rotundi/olia-as
an 18- to 21-inch formal hedge.
llex vomitoria-as
a formal ~- to 4-foot hedge.
Of the deciduous species, SjJiraea thunbergi was outstanding as a 2- to
4-foot formal hedge. Forsythia intermedia was excellent either as a 2to 4-foot formal hedge or as a 6-foot, semi-formal screen. Physocarpus
opulifolius nanus performed very well as a ~- to 4-foot formal hedge or
4-foot informal screen, but was quite drought susceptible. It responded
well to the growth retardant Alar.
Clonal selection of Ligustrum
obtusifolium
regelianum appeared promising for use as a I Y:!- to 2-foot
formal hedge and as a 3- to 5-foot semi-formal screen. Response to
growth retardants was specifically related to clonal characteristics of
this species and so were the physical maintenance requirements.
Except
for the unfavorable response of Acer ginnala to severe drought, this
species lent itself exceedingly well for use as a 24-inch formal hedge, a
semi-formal screen of 4 feet, or an informal screen of 6 feet or taller.
This species also needs clonal selection for uniformity of growth, fall
color, and maintenance response.
Because of susceptibility to yellow spider mites, mildew, and lilac
borers, both Syringa vulgaris and sinensis were considered unsatisfactory
for use as a formal hedge or semi-formal screen. The response of
Lonicera morrowi, Lonicera tatarica, and L. claveyi nana to maintenance as formal screens indicated them to be undesirable for such
purposes.
Other unsatisfactory species for use as formal hedges were Ligustrum
japonicum
(not winter hardy); Mahonia tritolio1ata
(not hardy and
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too slow in developing a hedge); Pyracantha
crenato-serrata
(not
hardy); Quercus phellos (insufficient density and mite susceptibility);
Berberis julianae
(not hardy); Spiraea vanhoutei
(susceptible to heat
and poor response to shearing): Celtis uccidentalis
(poor response to
shearing); Kolkwitzia
amabilis (poor response to maintenance
as a
formal hedge); Viburnum
tomentusum
(clonal selection for Iloriferousness and leaf spot resistance needed); Weigela florida nana variegatll
(highly susceptible to drought and heat); and Quercus fJl1lustris (low
density as a formal screen and susceptible to spider mites) .
Many of the species, unsatisfactory as formal hedges, perlonned quite
well as large, informal screens. Formal hedges of I-foot and ~-foot
height of Buxus sempervirens
rated poor in this test. Rigid maintenance resulted in leaf scald on the top causing poor appearance of the
plants for 4 years.
Rosa multiflora performed well as a 1Yz-Ioot to I-foot hedge alld
when pruned properly bloomed well. However, the repeated plOduetion of long shoots and defol iation in late summer rendered this species
of limited value. \Vhen used as large screens, response of this species to
pruning back was excellent and appeared justified once every 3 years.
The most commonly used hedge material. I.igustrtllli (Ji!lllifolium,
showed no particular advantages over severa I of the more satislactorily-perfonning species (Figure 9). j';laeagnus Imllgl'lIs performed well
as a ~- to 4-foot hedge, bu t the development at extremely VigolOUSshoots
in late summer was objectionable.
Preliminary tests with I\H I-:lO 101
control of this growth were promising.
Similar response 101 cont rol 01
shoots was attained on Rosa multiflora with this growth retardant.
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